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Recognizing the mannerism ways to acquire this books couchbase on kubernetes autonomously run and mana is
additionally useful. You have remained in right site to begin getting this info. get the couchbase on kubernetes
autonomously run and mana belong to that we meet the expense of here and check out the link.
You could purchase guide couchbase on kubernetes autonomously run and mana or acquire it as soon as feasible.
You could speedily download this couchbase on kubernetes autonomously run and mana after getting deal. So,
similar to you require the ebook swiftly, you can straight get it. Its consequently entirely simple and therefore
fats, isnt it? You have to favor to in this ventilate

Beginning XML David Hunter 2004-05-12 What is this book about? Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a rapidly
maturing technology with powerful real-world applications, particularly for the management, display, and
organization of data. Together with its many related technologies it is an essential technology for anyone using
markup languages on the web or internally. This book teaches you all you need to know about XML — what it is,
how it works, what technologies surround it, and how it can best be used in a variety of situations, from simple
data transfer to using XML in your web pages. It builds on the strengths of the first edition, and provides new
material to reflect the changes in the XML landscape — notably SOAP and Web Services, and the publication of
the XML Schemas Recommendation by the W3C. What does this book cover? Here are just a few of the things this
book covers: XML syntax and writing well-formed XML Using XML Namespaces Transforming XML into other
formats with XSLT XPath and XPointer for locating specific XML data XML Validation using DTDs and XML
Schemas Manipulating XML documents with the DOM and SAX 2.0 SOAP and Web Services Displaying XML using
CSS and XSL Incorporating XML into tradition databases and n-tier architectures XLink and XPointer for linking
XML and non-XML resources Who is this book for? Beginning XML, 2nd Edition is for any developer who is
interested in learning to use XML in web, e-commerce or data-storage applications. Some knowledge of mark up,
scripting, and/or object oriented programming languages is advantageous, but not essential, as the basis of these
techniques are explained as required.
The Power of Consistency Weldon Long 2013-03-25 How to achieve wealth, happiness, and peace of mind through
personal responsibility The Power of Consistency is based on the fundamental premise that private declarations
dictate future actions. In other words, we tend to take actions with the thoughts and beliefs we consistently
have, and the cumulative results of those actions eventually create the quality and circumstances of our lives
and businesses. Therefore, transformative change in life and business is possible when we reconstruct our minds and
take responsibility for its content. Lays out a simple process—the Personal Prosperity Plan—to create powerful
results in your life and business Explains the power of focus and your subconscious mind Outlines a four step
process: focus, emotional connection, action, responsibility The Power of Consistency teaches you how to create
a Personal Prosperity Plan, get deeply emotionally committed to the plan, and take consistent action toward
implementing the plan for improved sales and business performance.

Microsoft Visual Studio 2015 Unleashed Lars Powers 2015-08-07 Microsoft Visual Studio 2015 empowers
you to write next-generation applications for any modern environment: mobile, web, cloud, universal Windows
10/8.x, database, and beyond. This end-to-end deep dive will help working developers squeeze maximum productivity
out of Microsoft’s powerful new toolset. The authors combine authoritative and detailed information about
Microsoft’s latest IDE, with extensive insights and best practices drawn from decades of development experience.
Developers will quickly get comfortable with Visual Studio 2015’s updated interface, master its new
capabilities, leverage its extensive new support for open standards, and discover multiple opportunities to
leverage its .NET 4.6 platform and language improvements. By focusing entirely on Visual Studio 2015
Professional, the authors go deeper into Microsoft’s core product than ever before. You’ll find expert coverage of
everything from debugging through deploying to Azure, IDE extension and automation through cross-platform
mobile development. Throughout, this book’s focus is relentlessly practical: how to apply Microsoft’s tools to
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build better software, faster. Detailed information on how to... Master Visual Studio 2015’s updated interface
and key tools: Solutions, Projects, Browsers, Explorers, Editors, and Designers to improve productivity Develop
robust cross-platform mobile apps for Windows, iOS, and Android using Apache Cordova templates for Visual
Studio Use the new ASP.NET 5 to build modern web solutions that run on Windows, Mac, or Linux Develop Single
Page Applications (SPAs) based on HTML5 and rich client-side JavaScript frameworks such as Knockout,
AngularJS, Bootstrap, and more Accelerate cloud development with the Azure SDK, QuickStart templates, and
Azure management portal Create mobile service solutions using ASP.NET Web API and WCF Streamline data
development across multiple platforms with Entity Framework 7 Develop modern Microsoft Office business
applications Perform robust, automated unit testing as you code, increasing your confidence in changes and
refactoring Extend the VS 2015 IDE and Code Editor by creating custom, productivity-enhancing solutions
Download all examples and source code presented in this book from informit.com/title/9780672337369 as they
become available.
Better Off Bald Andrea Wilson Woods 2019-08-28 Adrienne Wilson is a depressed, suicidal teenager--until the
day she receives a diagnosis of stage IV liver cancer. Facing the fight of her life, Adrienne discovered just how much
she wants to live. In Better Off Bald: A Life in 147 Days, Andrea Wilson Woods chronicles her sister's remarkable
life, from the time she was born to the day she dies at age fifteen. Written like a journal, Andrea takes the reader
inside her and Adrienne's journey explaining how she gained custody of Adrienne from their mother and how the
sisters' relationship evolved over time. Adrienne's courageous spirit shines through as she squeezes more life into
147 days than most people do in a lifetime. From meeting Jay Leno to spending the day with Dave Navarro of Jane's
Addiction, Adrienne makes every moment count. As she lay dying, Adrienne teaches Andrea how to live.
The Wolves at the Door Judith L. Pearson 2014-05-25 This WWII espionage biography brings "one of America's
greatest spies back to life” in a “story of derring-do and white knuckles suspense” (Patrick O'Donnell, author of
Operatives, Spies, and Saboteurs) Virginia Hall left her comfortable Baltimore roots in 1931 with dreams of
becoming a Foreign Service Officer, but her gender—and her wooden leg—kept her from pursuing politics. As Hitler
advanced across Europe, she put her gift for languages to use with the British Special Operations Executive, a
secret espionage organization. She was soon deployed to occupied France where she located drop zones, helped
prisoners of war flee to England, and secured safe houses for agents. Soon, wanted posters appeared throughout
France, offering a reward for Hall’s capture. By 1942, Hall had to flee France via the only route possible: an
arduous hike on foot through the frozen Pyr n es Mountains. Upon her return to England, the American espionage
organization, the Office of Special Services, recruited her and sent her back to France disguised as an old peasant
woman. While there, she was responsible for killing 150 German soldiers and capturing 500 others. Sabotaging
communications and directing resistance activities, her brave work helped change the course of the war.

Mastering SolidWorks Ibrahim Zeid 2010-07 Renowned author and educator lbrahim Zeid has written Mastering
SolidWorks® to appeal to design students at all levels. By focusing on SolidWorks as a design program rather
than software, students are able to become proficient while creating working drawings, Mathematical concepts
are touched on, but can be excluded to suit the needs of the students and class. Design, Modeling, and Drafting
concepts, rather than menus and commands, are used to explain the program's core features. Step-by-Step
Instructions and Tutorials help students become proficient quickly
Get Programming with Go Roger Peppe 2018-08-27 Summary Get Programming with Go introduces you to the
powerful Go language without confusing jargon or high-level theory. By working through 32 quick-fire lessons,
you'll quickly pick up the basics of the innovative Go programming language! Purchase of the print book includes a
free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the Technology Go is a small
programming language designed by Google to tackle big problems. Large projects mean large teams with people of
varying levels of experience. Go offers a small, yet capable, language that can be understood and used by anyone,
no matter their experience. About the Book Hobbyists, newcomers, and professionals alike can benefit from a fast,
modern language; all you need is the right resource! Get Programming with Go provides a hands-on introduction to
Go language fundamentals, serving as a solid foundation for your future programming projects. You'll master Go
syntax, work with types and functions, and explore bigger ideas like state and concurrency, with plenty of
exercises to lock in what you learn. What's inside Language concepts like slices, interfaces, pointers, and
concurrency Seven capstone projects featuring spacefaring gophers, Mars rovers, ciphers, and simulations All
examples run in the Go Playground - no installation required! About the Reader This book is for anyone familiar
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with computer programming, as well as anyone with the desire to learn. About the Author Nathan Youngman
organizes the Edmonton Go meetup and is a mentor with Canada Learning Code. Roger Pepp contributes to Go and
runs the Newcastle upon Tyne Go meetup. Table of Contents Unit 0 - GETTING STARTED Get ready, get set, Go
Unit 1 - IMPERATIVE PROGRAMMING A glorified calculator Loops and branches Variable scope Capstone: Ticket
to Mars Unit 2 - TYPES Real numbers Whole numbers Big numbers Multilingual text Converting between types
Capstone: The Vigen re cipher Unit 3 - BUILDING BLOCKS Functions Methods First-class functions Capstone:
Temperature tables Unit 4 - COLLECTIONS Arrayed in splendor Slices: Windows into arrays A bigger slice The
ever-versatile map Capstone: A slice of life Unit 5 - STATE AND BEHAVIOR A little structure Go's got no class
Composition and forwarding Interfaces Capstone: Martian animal sanctuary Unit 6 - DOWN THE GOPHER HOLE A
few pointers Much ado about nil To err is human Capstone: Sudoku rules Unit 7 - CONCURRENT PROGRAMMING
Goroutines and concurrency Concurrent state Capstone: Life on Mars
Serverless Analytics with Amazon Athena Anthony Virtuoso 2021-11-19 Get more from your data with
Amazon Athena's ease-of-use, interactive performance, and pay-per-query pricing Key FeaturesExplore the promising
capabilities of Amazon Athena and Athena's Query Federation SDKUse Athena to prepare data for common machine
learning activitiesCover best practices for setting up connectivity between your application and Athena and
security considerationsBook Description Amazon Athena is an interactive query service that makes it easy to
analyze data in Amazon S3 using SQL, without needing to manage any infrastructure. This book begins with an
overview of the serverless analytics experience offered by Athena and teaches you how to build and tune an S3
Data Lake using Athena, including how to structure your tables using open-source file formats like Parquet.
You'll learn how to build, secure, and connect to a data lake with Athena and Lake Formation. Next, you'll
cover key tasks such as ad hoc data analysis, working with ETL pipelines, monitoring and alerting KPI breaches
using CloudWatch Metrics, running customizable connectors with AWS Lambda, and more. Moving on, you'll work
through easy integrations, troubleshooting and tuning common Athena issues, and the most common reasons for
query failure. You will also review tips to help diagnose and correct failing queries in your pursuit of
operational excellence. Finally, you'll explore advanced concepts such as Athena Query Federation and Athena
ML to generate powerful insights without needing to touch a single server. By the end of this book, you'll be able
to build and use a data lake with Amazon Athena to add data-driven features to your app and perform the kind of
ad hoc data analysis that often precedes many of today's ML modeling exercises. What you will learnSecure and
manage the cost of querying your dataUse Athena ML and User Defined Functions (UDFs) to add advanced features
to your reportsWrite your own Athena Connector to integrate with a custom data sourceDiscover your
datasets on S3 using AWS Glue CrawlersIntegrate Amazon Athena into your applicationsSetup Identity and
Access Management (IAM) policies to limit access to tables and databases in Glue Data CatalogAdd an Amazon
SageMaker Notebook to your Athena queriesGet to grips with using Athena for ETL pipelinesWho this book is for
Business intelligence (BI) analysts, application developers, and system administrators who are looking to generate
insights from an ever-growing sea of data while controlling costs and limiting operational burden, will find this
book helpful. Basic SQL knowledge is expected to make the most out of this book.

Head First Software Development Dan Pilone 2008-12-26 Provides information on successful software
development, covering such topics as customer requirements, task estimates, principles of good design, dealing with
source code, system testing, and handling bugs.
Distributed Services with Go Travis Jeffery 2021-03-11 This is the book for Gophers who want to learn how to
build distributed systems. You know the basics of Go and are eager to put your knowledge to work. Build
distributed services that are highly available, resilient, and scalable. This book is just what you need to apply Go
to real-world situations. Level up your engineering skills today. Take your Go skills to the next level by learning
how to design, develop, and deploy a distributed service. Start from the bare essentials of storage handling, then
work your way through networking a client and server, and finally to distributing server instances, deployment,
and testing. All this will make coding in your day job or side projects easier, faster, and more fun. Create your own
distributed services and contribute to open source projects. Build networked, secure clients and servers with gRPC.
Gain insights into your systems and debug issues with observable services instrumented with metrics, logs, and
traces. Operate your own Certificate Authority to authenticate internal web services with TLS. Automatically
handle when nodes are added or removed to your cluster with service discovery. Coordinate distributed systems
with replicated state machines powered by the Raft consensus algorithm. Lay out your applications and libraries
to be modular and easy to maintain. Write CLIs to configure and run your applications. Run your distributed
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system locally and deploy to the cloud with Kubernetes. Test and benchmark your applications to ensure they're
correct and fast. Dive into writing Go and join the hundreds of thousands who are using it to build software for
the real world. What You Need: Go 1.13+ and Kubernetes 1.16+
Windows 10 Inside Out (includes Current Book Service) Ed Bott 2016-11-22 This is the eBook of the printed book
and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound
book. Conquer today’s Windows 10—from the inside out! Dive into Windows 10—and really put your Windows
expertise to work. Focusing on the most powerful and innovative features of Windows 10, this supremely
organized reference packs hundreds of timesaving solutions, tips, and workarounds—all fully reflecting the major
Windows 10 Anniversary Update. From new Cortana and Microsoft Edge enhancements to the latest security and
virtualization features, you’ll discover how experts tackle today’s essential tasks—and challenge yourself to
new levels of mastery. Install, configure, and personalize the newest versions of Windows 10 Understand
Microsoft’s revamped activation and upgrade processes Discover major Microsoft Edge enhancements, including new
support for extensions Use today’s improved Cortana services to perform tasks, set reminders, and retrieve
information Make the most of the improved ink, voice, touch, and gesture support in Windows 10 Help secure
Windows 10 in business with Windows Hello and Azure AD Deploy, use, and manage new Universal Windows
Platform (UWP) apps Take advantage of new entertainment options, including Groove Music Pass subscriptions
and connections to your Xbox One console Manage files in the cloud with Microsoft OneDrive and OneDrive for
Business Use the improved Windows 10 Mail and Calendar apps and the new Skype app Fine-tune performance and
troubleshoot crashes Master high-efficiency tools for managing Windows 10 in the enterprise Leverage advanced
Hyper-V features, including Secure Boot, TPMs, nested virtualization, and containers In addition, this book is part
of the Current Book Service from Microsoft Press. Books in this program will receive periodic updates to address
significant software changes for 12 to 18 months following the original publication date via a free Web Edition.
Learn more at https://www.microsoftpressstore.com/cbs.
Introduction to Networks v6 Companion Guide Cisco Networking Academy 2016-12-10 This is the eBook of the
printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged
with the bound book. Introduction to Networks Companion Guide v6 is the official supplemental textbook for the
Introduction to Networks course in the Cisco® Networking Academy® CCNA® Routing and Switching curriculum.
The course introduces the architecture, structure, functions, components, and models of the Internet and computer
networks. The principles of IP addressing and fundamentals of Ethernet concepts, media, and operations are
introduced to provide a foundation for the curriculum. By the end of the course, you will be able to build simple
LANs, perform basic configurations for routers and switches, and implement IP addressing schemes. The Companion
Guide is designed as a portable desk reference to use anytime, anywhere to reinforce the material from the course
and organize your time. The book’s features help you focus on important concepts to succeed in this course:
Chapter Objectives—Review core concepts by answering the focus questions listed at the beginning of each chapter
Key Terms—Refer to the lists of networking vocabulary introduced and highlighted in context in each chapter.
Glossary—Consult the comprehensive Glossary with more than 250 terms. Summary of Activities and
Labs—Maximize your study time with this complete list of all associated practice exercises at the end of each
chapter. Check Your Understanding—Evaluate your readiness with the end-ofchapter questions that match the
style of questions you see in the online course quizzes. The answer key explains each answer.

Data Wrangling with Python Jacqueline Kazil 2016-02-04 How do you take your data analysis skills beyond
Excel to the next level? By learning just enough Python to get stuff done. This hands-on guide shows nonprogrammers like you how to process information that’s initially too messy or difficult to access. You don't need
to know a thing about the Python programming language to get started. Through various step-by-step exercises,
you’ll learn how to acquire, clean, analyze, and present data efficiently. You’ll also discover how to automate
your data process, schedule file- editing and clean-up tasks, process larger datasets, and create compelling
stories with data you obtain. Quickly learn basic Python syntax, data types, and language concepts Work with
both machine-readable and human-consumable data Scrape websites and APIs to find a bounty of useful information
Clean and format data to eliminate duplicates and errors in your datasets Learn when to standardize data and
when to test and script data cleanup Explore and analyze your datasets with new Python libraries and techniques
Use Python solutions to automate your entire data-wrangling process
Using C++ Bruce Eckel 1989
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Hands-On G Suite for Administrators Cesar Anton Dorantes 2019-03-30 Effectively implement and administer
business solutions on any scale in a cost-effective way to have a competitive advantage using Gsuite Key
FeaturesEnhance administration with Admin console and Google Apps ScriptPrepare for the G suite certification
using the concepts in the bookLearn how to use reports to monitor, troubleshoot and optimize G SuiteBook
Description Hands-On G Suite for Administrators is a comprehensive hands-on guide to G Suite Administration that
will prepare you with all you need to know to become a certified G Suite Administrator, ready to handle all the
business scales, from a small office to a large enterprise. You will start by learning the main features, tools, and
services from G Suite for Business and then, you will explore all it has to offer and the best practices, so you can
make the most out of it. We will explore G Suite tools in depth so you and your team get everything you need combination of tools, settings and practices- to succeed in an intuitive, safe and collaborative way. While
learning G Suite tools you will also learn how to use Google Sites and App Maker, to create from your
corporate site to internal tools, live reports that seamlessly integrate with live documents, and advanced
Google Services. Finally, you will learn how to set up, analyze and enforce Security, Privacy for your business
and how to efficiently troubleshoot a wide variety of issues. What you will learnSetting up G Suite for the
business accountWork with the advanced setup of additional business domains and administrate users in
multipleExplore Guite's extensive set of features to cover your team’s creation and collaboration needsSetup,
manage and analyze your security to prevent, find or fix any security problem in G SuiteManage Mobile devices and
integrate with third-party appsCreate cloud documents, working alone or collaborating in real timeWho this
book is for System administrators, cloud administrators, business professionals, and aspirants of G Suite admin
certificate wanting to master implementing G Suite tools for various admin tasks and effectively implement the G
Suite administration for business

The Game Production Handbook Heather Maxwell Chandler 2014 Updated to reflect the rapidly evolving game
development landscape, industry veteran Heather Chandler continues to educate game enthusiasts on the
procedures and processes of game production. This Third Edition presents information that a producer, lead, or
studio manager must know to successfully develop a game from concept to gold master.
Notes on a Case of Melancholia, or: A Little Death Nicholas Gurewitch 2020-03-31 Death arrives in this darkly
humorous and brilliantly illustrated tale created by Nicholas Gurewitch, author of The Perry Bible Fellowship
Almanack! Death becomes a patient of a recently-bereaved psychoanalyst. The topic of discussion? His frolicsome
child, who has no apparent interest in grim-reaping! Featuring an unfathomable number of lines which have been handchiseled into inked clay, this labor of love by Nicholas Gurewitch invokes the morbid humor of his comic strip (The
Perry Bible Fellowship) and the spooky silent-film qualities of the late Edward Gorey.
Silk & Steel Ariana Nash 2020-09-10 A tormented dragon prince. A captured elven assassin. Duty demands they
fight for their people but love has other plans. Eroan, one of the last elven assassins, lives for one purpose: kill
the queen. He would have succeeded if not for her last line of defense: Prince Lysander. Now, captured and forced
into the queen's harem, Eroan sees another opportunity. Why kill just the queen when he can kill them all? It would
be simple, if not for the troubled and alluring dragon prince. A warrior, a killer, and something else... something
Eroan finds himself inexplicably drawn to. Trapped in a life he despises, Lysander knows his time is running out. If the
queen doesn't kill him for his failures, her enemies will. There's nothing left to live for, until an elf assassin almost
kills him. A stubborn, prideful, fool of an elf who doesn't know when to quit. An elf who sparks a violent,
forbidden desire in Lysander. If Lysander can't save himself, maybe he can save the elf and maybe, just maybe... one
stubborn elf will be enough to bring down the queen before her reign brings death to them all. Complete Series
Reading Order: Silk & Steel, Silk & Steel, #1 Iron & Fire, Silk & Steel, #2 Blood & Ice, Silk & Steel, #3 Also in this
world: The Black Prince
Architectural Transformations in Network Services and Distributed Systems Andriy Luntovskyy 2017-03-23
With the given work we decided to help not only the readers but ourselves, as the professionals who actively
involved in the networking branch, with understanding the trends that have developed in recent two decades in
distributed systems and networks. Important architecture transformations of distributed systems have been
examined. The examples of new architectural solutions are discussed.
Learning Akka Jason Goodwin 2015-12-24 Build fault tolerant concurrent and distributed applications with
AkkaAbout This Book- Build networked applications that self-heal- Scale out your applications to handle more
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traffic faster- An easy-to-follow guide with a number of examples to ensure you get the best start with
AkkaWho This Book Is ForThis book is intended for beginner to intermediate Java or Scala developers who want to
build applications to serve the high-scale user demands in computing today. If you need your applications to handle
the ever-growing user bases and datasets with high performance demands, then this book is for you. Learning Akka
will let you do more for your users with less code and less complexity, by building and scaling your networked
applications with ease.What You Will Learn- Use Akka to overcome the challenges of concurrent programmingResolve the issues faced in distributed computing with the help of Akka- Scale applications to serve a high number
of concurrent users- Make your system fault-tolerant with self-healing applications- Provide a timely response
to users with easy concurrency- Reduce hardware costs by building more efficient multi-user applicationsMaximise network efficiency by scaling itIn DetailSoftware today has to work with more data, more users, more
cores, and more servers than ever. Akka is a distributed computing toolkit that enables developers to build
correct concurrent and distributed applications using Java and Scala with ease, applications that scale across
servers and respond to failure by self-healing. As well as simplifying development, Akka enables multiple
concurrency development patterns with particular support and architecture derived from Erlang's concept of
actors (lightweight concurrent entities). Akka is written in Scala, which has become the programming language of
choice for development on the Akka platform.Learning Akka aims to be a comprehensive walkthrough of Akka. This
book will take you on a journey through all the concepts of Akka that you need in order to get started with
concurrent and distributed applications and even build your own.Beginning with the concept of Actors, the book
will take you through concurrency in Akka. Moving on to networked applications, this book will explain the
common pitfalls in these difficult problem areas while teaching you how to use Akka to overcome these problems
with ease.The book is an easy to follow example-based guide that will strengthen your basic knowledge of Akka
and aid you in applying the same to real-world scenarios.Style and approachAn easy-to-follow, example-based
guide that will take you through building several networked-applications that work together while you are
learning concurrent and distributed computing concepts. Each topic is explained while showing you how to design
with Akka and how it is used to overcome common problems in applications. By showing Akka in context to the
problems, it will help you understand what the common problems are in distributed applications and how to
overcome them.

Secure and Resilient Software Development Mark S. Merkow 2010-06-16 Although many software books
highlight open problems in secure software development, few provide easily actionable, ground-level solutions.
Breaking the mold, Secure and Resilient Software Development teaches you how to apply best practices and
standards for consistent and secure software development. It details specific quality software developmen
Java Fundamentals IntroBooks Team The various industries in the IT sectors have started to pay attention to
achieve an advanced level of diversification, which points to the fact that a single giant program can be developed
through the means of mini-programs that have been developed by different geographically located programmers that
too via an online medium. In the present scenario, such a language and programming environment has come to exist
seemingly. Java is a type of Internet programming language which has made it possible to access the entire world
from any corner around the globe. Java has been designed and developed by James Gosling and his team consisting of
members, namely Mike Sheridan and Patrick Naughton, collectively known as the Green Team in 1995 for the
company Sun Microsystems. This programming language was based on C and C++ language syntax, which made it
easy for programmers to learn this language. Java is a highly sophisticated programming language that aids the
programmers in expressing their complex ideas quickly. Many types of programming languages are available like C,
C++, MySQL, R, Python, and others, but Java is used extensively over other programming languages because of a
variety of advantages of using Java.
The Go Programming Language Alan A. A. Donovan 2015-11-16 The Go Programming Language is the
authoritative resource for any programmer who wants to learn Go. It shows how to write clear and idiomatic
Go to solve real-world problems. The book does not assume prior knowledge of Go nor experience with any specific
language, so you’ll find it accessible whether you’re most comfortable with JavaScript, Ruby, Python, Java, or
C++. The first chapter is a tutorial on the basic concepts of Go, introduced through programs for file I/O and
text processing, simple graphics, and web clients and servers. Early chapters cover the structural elements of Go
programs: syntax, control flow, data types, and the organization of a program into packages, files, and
functions. The examples illustrate many packages from the standard library and show how to create new ones of
your own. Later chapters explain the package mechanism in more detail, and how to build, test, and maintain
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projects using the go tool. The chapters on methods and interfaces introduce Go’s unconventional approach to
object-oriented programming, in which methods can be declared on any type and interfaces are implicitly satisfied.
They explain the key principles of encapsulation, composition, and substitutability using realistic examples. Two
chapters on concurrency present in-depth approaches to this increasingly important topic. The first, which covers
the basic mechanisms of goroutines and channels, illustrates the style known as communicating sequential
processes for which Go is renowned. The second covers more traditional aspects of concurrency with shared
variables. These chapters provide a solid foundation for programmers encountering concurrency for the first time.
The final two chapters explore lower-level features of Go. One covers the art of metaprogramming using
reflection. The other shows how to use the unsafe package to step outside the type system for special situations,
and how to use the cgo tool to create Go bindings for C libraries. The book features hundreds of interesting and
practical examples of well-written Go code that cover the whole language, its most important packages, and a
wide range of applications. Each chapter has exercises to test your understanding and explore extensions and
alternatives. Source code is freely available for download from http://gopl.io/ and may be conveniently fetched,
built, and installed using the go get command.
Peer-to-Peer Systems and Applications Ralf Steinmetz 2005-09-29 Starting with Napster and Gnutella, peer-topeer systems became an integrated part of the Internet fabric attracting millions of users. This book provides an
introduction to the field. It draws together prerequisites from various fields, presents techniques and
methodologies, and gives an overview on the applications of the peer-to-peer paradigm.

Essentials of Software Engineering Frank Tsui 2011 Computer Architecture/Software Engineering
Apache Mesos Essentials Dharmesh Kakadia 2015-06-29 This book is intended for developers and operators who
want to build and run scalable and fault-tolerant applications leveraging Apache Mesos. A basic knowledge of
programming with some fundamentals of Linux is a prerequisite.
Buried Lynda La Plante 2020-04-02 SOME THINGS SHOULD REMAIN BURIED . . . The gripping first book in a brand
new thriller series by the Queen of Crime Drama, Lynda La Plante. __________________ DC Jack Warr and his
girlfriend Maggie have just moved to London to start a new life together. Though charming, Jack can't seem to find
his place in the world - until he's drawn into an investigation that turns his life upside down. In the aftermath of a
fire at an isolated cottage, a badly charred body is discovered, along with the burnt remains of millions of stolen,
untraceable bank notes. Jack's search leads him deep into a murky criminal underworld - a world he finds himself
surprisingly good at navigating. But as the line of the law becomes blurred, how far will Jack go to find the
answers - and what will it cost him? In BURIED, it's time to meet DC Jack Warr as he digs up the deadly secrets of
the past . . . __________________ PRAISE FOR BURIED: 'It's quite a challenge to make a detective constable the
lead character in a crime novel, but Lynda La Plante does a cracking job of it in BURIED. DC Jack Warr is clearly
destined for higher things, and I look forward to following his progress' - PETER ROBINSON, No. 1 Sunday Times
bestselling author of the DCI Banks series 'A compelling, clever plot with a brilliant cast of diverse characters.
Utterly riveting' - RACHEL ABBOTT, million-selling author of ONLY THE INNOCENT 'Lynda La Plante
practically invented the thriller' Karin Slaughter
Running Linux Matthias Kalle Dalheimer 2005-12-22 You may be contemplating your first Linux installation. Or
you may have been using Linux for years and need to know more about adding a network printer or setting up an FTP
server. Running Linux, now in its fifth edition, is the book you'll want on hand in either case. Widely recognized in the
Linux community as the ultimate getting-started and problem-solving book, it answers the questions and tackles
the configuration issues that frequently plague users, but are seldom addressed in other books. This fifth edition
of Running Linux is greatly expanded, reflecting the maturity of the operating system and the teeming wealth of
software available for it. Hot consumer topics suchas audio and video playback applications, groupware
functionality, and spam filtering are covered, along with the basics in configuration and management that always
have made the book popular. Running Linux covers basic communications such as mail, web surfing, and instant
messaging, but also delves into the subtleties of network configuration--including dial-up, ADSL, and cable
modems--in case you need to set up your network manually. The book canmake you proficient on office suites and
personal productivity applications--and also tells you what programming tools are available if you're
interested in contributing to these applications. Other new topics in the fifth edition include encrypted email and
filesystems, advanced shell techniques, and remote login applications. Classic discussions on booting, package
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management, kernel recompilation, and X configuration have also been updated. The authors of Running Linux have
anticipated problem areas, selected stable and popular solutions, and provided clear instructions to ensure that
you'll have a satisfying experience using Linux. The discussion is direct and complete enough to guide novice users,
while still providing the additional information experienced users will need to progress in their mastery of Linux.
Whether you're using Linux on a home workstation or maintaining a network server, Running Linux will provide
expert advice just when you need it.
Atomic Kotlin Bruce Eckel 2021-01-11 For both beginning and experienced programmers! From the author of the
multi-award-winning Thinking in C++ and Thinking in Java together with a member of the Kotlin language team comes
a book that breaks the concepts into small, easy-to-digest "atoms," along with exercises supported by hints and
solutions directly inside IntelliJ IDEA! No programming background necessary. Summaries for experienced
programmers. Easy steps via very small chapters ("atoms"). Free accompanying exercises/solutions within IntelliJ
Idea. Gives you a strong Kotlin foundation. Kotlin is cleaner, more consistent and far more powerful than Java.
Increase programming productivity with Kotlin's clear, concise syntax. Produce safer, more reliable programs.
Kotlin easily interacts with Java. Effortlessly migrate by adding pieces of Kotlin to an existing Java project.
Support for Windows, Mac and Linux. Free version of Intellij IDEA includes extensive Kotlin support. Book
resources, live seminars, workshops and consulting available at AtomicKotlin.com.
Introducing Go Caleb Doxsey 2016-01-07 Perfect for beginners familiar with programming basics, this hands-on
guide provides an easy introduction to Go, the general-purpose programming language from Google. Author Caleb
Doxsey covers the language’s core features with step-by-step instructions and exercises in each chapter to help
you practice what you learn. Go is a general-purpose programming language with a clean syntax and advanced
features, including concurrency. This book provides the one-on-one support you need to get started with the
language, with short, easily digestible chapters that build on one another. By the time you finish this book, not
only will you be able to write real Go programs, you'll be ready to tackle advanced techniques. Jump into Go
basics, including data types, variables, and control structures Learn complex types, such as slices, functions,
structs, and interfaces Explore Go’s core library and learn how to create your own package Write tests for
your code by using the language’s go test program Learn how to run programs concurrently with goroutines and
channels Get suggestions to help you master the craft of programming

The Girl from Venice Martin Cruz Smith 2016-10-18 Cenzo is a world-weary fisherman, determined to sit out the
rest of the war. He's happy to stay out of the way of the SS, quietly going about his business of fishing in the
lagoons of northern Italy. Then one night, instead of pulling in his usual haul, Cenzo fishes a young woman out of
the canal. Guilia is an Italian Jew who has managed to escape capture and is determined to find her family. This
meeting results in them both taking an entirely unexpected journey, and Cenzo suddenly finds himself thrown
headlong into the world of international wartime politics, where everyone has their own agenda and nowhere is
safe ...
Java SE 8 for Programmers Paul J. Deitel 2014 Summary: "Written for programmers with a background in high level
language programming, the book applies the Deitel signature live code approach to teaching programming and
explores the Java language in depth ... "
Python Programming in Context Bradley N. Miller 2014 "The user-friendly, object-oriented programming language
Python is quickly becoming the most popular introductory programming language for both students and
instructors ... Building on essential concepts of computer science and offering a plentitude of real-world examples,
Python programming in context, Second edition offers a thorough overview of multiple applied areas, including
image processing, cryptography, astronomy, the Internet, and bioinformatics. The text's emphasis on problem
solving, extrapolation, and development of independent exploration and solution building provides students with a
unique and innovative approach to learning programming." --

CompTIA Network+ N10-006 Exam Cram Emmett Dulaney 2015-05-15 Prepare for CompTIA Network+ N10-006
exam success with this CompTIA authorized Exam Cram from Pearson IT Certification, a leader in IT Certification
learning and a CompTIA Authorized Platinum Partner. This is the eBook version of the print title. Note that the
eBook does not provide access to the practice test software that accompanies the print book. Access to the
digital edition of the Cram Sheet is available through product registration at Pearson IT Certification, or see
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instructions in the back pages of your eBook. CompTIA® Network+ N10-006 Exam Cram, Fifth Edition is the
perfect study guide to help you pass the CompTIA Network+ N10-006 exam. It provides coverage and practice
questions for every exam topic, including substantial new coverage of security, cloud networking, IPv6, and
wireless technologies. The book presents you with an organized test preparation routine through the use of proven
series elements and techniques. Exam topic lists make referencing easy. Exam Alerts, sidebars, and Notes interspersed
throughout the text keep you focused on what you need to know. Cram Quizzes help you assess your knowledge,
and the Cram Sheet tear card is the perfect last-minute review. Covers the critical information you’ll need to
know to score higher on your CompTIA Network+ (N10-006) exam! --Understand modern network topologies,
protocols, and infrastructure --Implement networks based on specific requirements --Install and configure DNS and
DHCP --Monitor and analyze network traffic --Understand IPv6 and IPv4 addressing, routing, and switching -Perform basic router/switch installation and configuration --Explain network device functions in cloud
environments --Efficiently implement and troubleshoot WANs --Install, configure, secure, and troubleshoot
wireless networks --Apply patches/updates, and support change/configuration management --Describe unified
communication technologies --Segment and optimize networks --Identify risks/threats, enforce policies and physical
security, configure firewalls, and control access --Understand essential network forensics concepts -Troubleshoot routers, switches, wiring, connectivity, and security
Essential C# 6.0 Mark Michaelis 2015-09-19 “Welcome to one of the greatest collaborations you could dream
of in the world of C# books—and probably far beyond!” —From the Foreword by Mads Torgersen, C# Program
Manager, Microsoft Essential C# 6.0 is a well-organized, no-fluff guide to the latest versions of C# for
programmers at all levels of experience. Fully updated to reflect new C# 6.0 and .NET 4.6 features and patterns,
it will help you write C# code that’s simple, powerful, robust, secure, and maintainable. This book’s authors are
world-class C# experts: long-time Microsoft MVP and Regional Director Mark Michaelis and Eric Lippert, formerly
principal developer on Microsoft’s C# compiler team. Together, they cover the entire language, illustrating key
constructs with succinct examples and offering a complete foundation for successful C# development. Essential
C# 6.0 makes it easy to program with any version of C#, whether you’re creating new code or maintaining existing
systems. Separate indexes for C# versions 4, 5, and 6 help you quickly find version-specific answers with
accompanying visual indicators that help you identify which language innovations will work when. This edition
also includes a set of best-practice C# Coding Guidelines updated to leverage C# 6.0 constructs. Coverage
includes Mastering C# data types, operators, control flow, methods, and parameters Using C# object-oriented
constructs, including classes, inheritance, interfaces, and more—all with the significantly simplified syntax of C#
6.0 Working with well-formed value and reference types Implementing reliable, effective exception handling Reducing
code complexity with generics, delegates, lambda expressions, and events (including a simplified C# 6.0 syntax for
triggering events) Learning dynamic programming with reflection and attributes Querying diverse data collections
using LINQ with query expressions Creating custom collections that operate against business objects Using
collection interfaces and standard query operators to access .NET collections Understanding the Common
Language Infrastructure and C# in the context of .NET 4.6 Taking advantage of declarative programming, embedded
metadata, reflection, and attributes Mastering multithreading and synchronization, including the new async/await
paradigm Using P/Invoke, pointers, and direct memory manipulation to interoperate with other languages
Understanding how C# programs relate to the underlying runtime For Qualified Instructors An instructor’s guide,
exercises, and a slide deck are available to support your courses.
Java For Everyone Cay S. Horstmann 2011-12-20 Authoritative but accessible information on Java programming
fundamentals As one of the most popular programming languages in the world, Java is widely used in everything
from application software to web applications. This helpful book escorts you through the fundamentals and
concepts of Java programming using a first/late objects approach. Packed with extensive opportunities for
programming practice, Java For Everyone is an ideal resource for learning all there is to know about Java
programming. Serves as an authoritative guide on the fundamentals of Java programming Features accessible
coverage compatible with Java 5, 6, 7 Uses first/late objects approach and provides a variety of opportunities
for programming practice If you're interested in learning the basics of Java programming, then this is the book you
need.
But how Do it Know? J. Clark Scott 2009 This book thoroughly explains how computers work. It starts by
fully examining a NAND gate, then goes on to build every piece and part of a small, fully operational computer.
The necessity and use of codes is presented in parallel with the apprioriate pieces of hardware. The book can be
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easily understood by anyone whether they have a technical background or not. It could be used as a textbook.
Introduction to Programming Languages Arvind Kumar Bansal 2013-12-14 In programming courses, using the
different syntax of multiple languages, such as C++, Java, PHP, and Python, for the same abstraction often
confuses students new to computer science. Introduction to Programming Languages separates programming
language concepts from the restraints of multiple language syntax by discussing the concepts at an abstract
level. Designed for a one-semester undergraduate course, this classroom-tested book teaches the principles of
programming language design and implementation. It presents: Common features of programming languages at an
abstract level rather than a comparative level The implementation model and behavior of programming paradigms
at abstract levels so that students understand the power and limitations of programming paradigms Language
constructs at a paradigm level A holistic view of programming language design and behavior To make the book
self-contained, the author introduces the necessary concepts of data structures and discrete structures from the
perspective of programming language theory. The text covers classical topics, such as syntax and semantics,
imperative programming, program structures, information exchange between subprograms, object-oriented
programming, logic programming, and functional programming. It also explores newer topics, including dependency
analysis, communicating sequential processes, concurrent programming constructs, web and multimedia
programming, event-based programming, agent-based programming, synchronous languages, high-productivity
programming on massive parallel computers, models for mobile computing, and much more. Along with problems and
further reading in each chapter, the book includes in-depth examples and case studies using various languages that
help students understand syntax in practical contexts.
An Introduction to Programming in Go Caleb Doxsey 2012-09-03 This book is a short, concise introduction to
computer programming using the language Go. Designed by Google, Go is a general purpose programming language
with modern features, clean syntax and a robust well-documented common library, making it an ideal language to
learn as your first programming language.
The Semantic Web - ISWC 2008 Amit P. Sheth 2008-10-14 This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the
7th International Semantic Web Conference, ISWC 2008, held in Karlsruhe, Germany, during October 26-30,
2008. The volume contains 43 revised full research papers selected from a total of 261 submissions, of which an
additional 3 papers were referred to the semantic Web in-use track; 11 papers out of 26 submissions to the
semantic Web in-use track, and 7 papers and 12 posters accepted out of 39 submissions to the doctorial
consortium. The topics covered in the research track are ontology engineering; data management; software and
service engineering; non-standard reasoning with ontologies; semantic retrieval; OWL; ontology alignment;
description logics; user interfaces; Web data and knowledge; semantic Web services; semantic social networks; and
rules and relatedness. The semantic Web in-use track covers knowledge management; business applications;
applications from home to space; and services and infrastructure.
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